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95. A Remark on the Ideal Boundary o[ a Riemann Surface
By Shin’ichi MORI and Minoru OTA
Ritsumeikan University and Aichi University

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 12, 1956)

Let W be an open Riemann surface, and BD he class o piece-
wise smooth unctions f defined on W and bounded on it having a
finite Dirichlet integral Df. We say hat a sequence {f}, f e BD,
converges to f in BD if {f} is uniformly bounded and f.->f uni-
formly on every compact subset o W while D[f-f 0.

The class o BD unctions with compac carriers forms an ideal

in the ring BD. I we denote by K these unctions which are
limits in BD of sequences from K, we have the decomposition of
f e BD as ollows:

f=o+ u, cp e K, u HBD
where HBD is the class o2 harmonic functions in BD.

To make use of the ,heory of normed ring, we introduce in
BD a new norm given by

]1 fll--sup fi + V’Dgf.
w

Since HBD is complete in ,his norm, ,he completion of K eompletes

BD. The notation K is again used for the eomple,ed K. This
completed BD is a normed ring A and ,he set of the maximal ideals
eonstruets a compact Hausdorff space W* eon,aining W as a dense
subset, f s A can be represented as a eontinuous function on W*
and it is equivalent to f s M that f equals to zero on a point M of W*.

The maximal ideals, whieh eon,ain K, form a elosed non-dense
subset /" of W that does no correspond to the inner points of W.
And we regard i, as ,he ideal boundary of W (Royden [4}). Follow-
ing the statemen of Royden 4 ghe se, A of the maximal ideals
containing K is named ,he harmonie boundary of W. A is a closed
subse, of F, which disappears in ,he parabolie ease.

The exis,enee of F--A for ,he hyperbolie ease is known in a
special ease. To see this, we first observe the behaviour of Green’s
fune,ion g(p, q) of W on A. By Royden

(p, q)-rain [ l, g(p, q) K.
This shows ,ha (p, q) represen,ed as a function of W* is O(M, q)-0
for M s A.
Now we no,e ,hat a separa,ion of W in,o disjoin* parts by a finite
number of compact curves also separa,es F. We assume that W
has an end W’ bounded by a finite number o compact curves and
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the ideal boundary of W’ is harmonic measure zero wih respect o
W’ then by Myrberg 2_] we have

inf y(p, q)>0.
W

From a lemma concerning he normed ring (Gelfand 1) we can
conclude that y(M, q) is positive for he maximal ideals M e F which
are associated o W’.
This means that M / and so Me/’-. Therefore we can see that
in this case /’-A is not null.

We prove the following
Theorem. The harmonic function u e HBD attains its maximum

and minimum on
Proof. It is evident that u attains its maximum and minimum

on F and we wan to prove it for the subset A. Put
inf u

then u->0 on W and there is a sequence of points fP} (n-l,
2,-..) such that u(p)- , --> O.

Let h e HBD be arbitrary and f2 (n=l, 2,...) an exhaustion of
W, then we have the decomposition

(u-)h=,+v,,
where q e K and v is harmonic in f2 and equals to (u-2)h on
W--f2. Since hlC for a certain C, we have the following ine-
quality,

-C(u-) (u-)h <___ C(u-).
This holds particularly on the boundary of f2 and then

-C(u-) <_. v, C(u- ,).
v converges in BD to a harmonic function v e HBD, and we have
the decomposition

(u- )h--q+ v, q K,
in addition

Ivl <__C(u-).
From this we see that v(p)--->O, and it follows the next two cases"

v0
or

v constant.

For the decomposition of A into K+ HBD we can also verify

that the unique element o: K HBD is the element which is the
constant 0. Then the residue ring A/K is a normed ring, and more-
over, if we define the multiplicative structure in HBD by means of
the projection f->u, where f--+u, (p e K, u e HBD, hen A/K is
isomorphic o HBD. Taking this fact and the result obtained above
into consideration, we can conclude that u-- has no inverse element
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in the residue ring A/K. The necessary and sufficien condition that
an element of a normed ring has the inverse element is that the
element is not contained in any maximal ideal. On account of this
condition, u-- is contained in a maximal ideal of he normed ring

A/K, which is equivalent to the act that u- belongs to a maximal
ideal containing K. This means that u--0 on a point of .

The proof for he maximum will be carried in the same way.
Remark. The heorem s rue for the class HBD* of these

harmonic functions which are uniform limits of HBD functions.

At the end we wish o express our hearty thanks to Professor
A. Kobori for his kind guidance during our researches.
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